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1 
1 Introduction 
During the last three decades a plethora of dynamic, stochastic models of the term.
structure of interest rates have been proposed. Early examples. of these .modeled the 
instantaneous. spot interest rate (known as the "short rate") as a diffusion process. 
However, these models have their flaws.. Those who use the models to price bonds and 
other interest rate derivatives find that they must frequently reestimate the models' 
parameters in order for them to perform well. If the models perfectly described the 
evolution of the short rate there would be no need to reestimate model parameters. 
Furthermore, some econometric studies (including [Ait-Sahalia, yY. (1996)]) find that 
these models are not good descriptions of the time series behavior of the short rate. Such 
defects have stimulated the development of other types, of models for the short rate, like 
models employing Levy processes, random field models and regime shift models. 
Regime shift (also known as Hidden Markov) models introduce an unobserved Markov 
point process that affects the drift and volatility of a diffusion process, in this case the 
short rate. Pricing European type claims in this framework can be done via a system 
of partial differential equations. However, proving that there is a unique solution to 
the system is difficult for "regime shift versions" of some popular interest rate mod- 
els. To circumvent this difficulty one may place reflecting barriers on the short rate 
where both barriers are greater than zero. One can then apply results of V.A. Solon- 
nikov (see [Eidelman, S. D. and Zhitarashu, N. V. (1998)], [Solonnikov, V. A. (1967)]) 
to show the existence and uniqueness of a solution to the resulting PDE systexri. 
. The remainder of this article 'is organized as follows. Section 1 outlines a general 
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regime shift model, shows how to derive the parabolic PDE system that prices a Eu-
ropean contingent claim and explains the difficulties one may encounter ~in proving the 
existence and uniqueness of its solution. Section 2 Iooks at how imposing reflecting 
boundaries on~ the short rate adds boundary conditions to the PDE~ system and gives 
sufficient conditions for the solution of the system. Section 3 shows the conditional con-
vergence of an explicit finite difference numerical scheme to the actual solution of the 
system in the case of the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross regime shift model. 
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2 The regime shift model, the infinitesimal generator and 
derivation of the PDE system 
A general version .of a 'regime shift model for the short rate, r(t), under the risk 
neutral measure is 
dr(t) = a(t, r(t), u(t))dt + b(t, r(t), u(t))dW (t) (2.1) 
where r(t) is the' spot rate, W (t) denotes a d-dimensional standard Brownian mo-
tion, b(t, r(t), u(t)) is a d x d matrix, a(t, r(t), u(t)) is a scalar and u(t) denotes an 
m-dimensional unobservable Markov process with dynamics given by 
du(t) = J S(t, ut_, z),u(dt, dz) E 
The process u(t) represents the regime, and µ(dt, du) is marked point process on a Lusin 
mark space. I will assume that u(t) is a Markov chain, u(t) and W (t) are independent 
and that d = m = 1. The states of the Markov chain will be denoted by the integers 
from 1 to n. 
Assuming there is no arbitrage and the market is complete, to price a financial asset 
that pays ~(r(T),T) at some future time T requires that one computes the following 
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expectation under the risk neutral measure. 
/ /~T 1 
V(t,T) = E ~exp I — J r(s)ds~ ~(r(T);T) r(t)J\ t
(' fT 1 1 
= E LE ~exp ~— J r(s) ds~ ~(r(T), T) r(t), u(t)J r(t)J
_ ~ E exp (— J T r(s) dsl ~(r(T), T) r(t), u(t) = il •_ ~ \ t / 1 z-1 
x P[u~t~ = 2 ~ r~t~~ 
Making the change of variable y = T — s one can write 
V (t, T) _ ~E ~exp ~— J T -t r(y) d~~ ~(r(0), 0) r(0), u(0) = iJi-1 ~ 
x P[u(0) = i ~ r(0)) 
Thus, to compute the price of the claim, one needs to compute 
rT t 
E ~exp ~— J r(y) dy~ ~(r(0), 0) 
the price of .the claim if the Markov chain were, in fact,- observed and in state i for 
i = 1, . . . , n. These expectations are probably impossible to compute directly. However, 
one can show they satisfy a system of PDEs. Assuming that the short rate r is bounded 
from below, then the Feynman-Kac theorem says that V (t, T) satisfies: 
av 
at — AV — rV ; 
V (0, r) _ ~(r) 
T —t>0 
Thus, to apply the theorem one must determine A, the infinitesimal generator of the 
process. By definition, the operator A applied to a function f is 
Af - t-~o 
E[f (r(t), u(t)) ~ f (r(0), u(0))] 
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if the limit exists. One' can use the generalized Itos formula presented in [Protter, P. (1990)] 
to compute f (r(t), u(t)) — f (r(0), u(0)). 
f(r(t~, u(t~~—f(r(O~, u(0~~= J + f, (r(s_~, v,(s_))dr(s) 
0 
+ f /,.~r~s-), was-)) dw~s) + 2 ~+ f ~r~s-)> '~~S-)) ~dT~s))2
o+ 
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.f*v~r~s-),'~~s-)) d~r~s)~ w~s)~` + 2 ~+ 1,.,. ~T ~s-)~'~~s-)) d~u~s)~ u~s)~` 
o<:,<e 
— fr~r~~'-~~u~T;-~~OT~ 2'~ — fu~T~Tt-~~'~~Ti-~~~~~Ti~~ 
The notation fo+ denotes the integral over the interval (0, t]. u(s_) denotes lim.,,~s,,,<S u(s) 
The TZ denote.the times in which there is a jump in the Markov chain from 0 to t, so, con-
sequently, Du(TZ) denotes the size of the jump occurring.at time Tz in the process u. Note 
that there are no jumps in r(t). The quantity [r(s), u(s)]~ is the path by path continuous 
part of the quadratic covariation of r and u. By theorem 28, p.68 of [Protter, P. (1990), 
[r(s), u(s)], the quadratic variation of r and u is r(0)u(0) -I- ~o<TZ<t Or(Tz)Du(Tz). The 
r process has no jumps so the quadratic variation is simply r(0)u(0). The continuous 
part of this is r(0)u(0). Thus d[r(s), u(s)]~ = 0 since the quadratic variation is constant, 




zero. Furthermore, [u(s), u(s))~ is .zero since it is a Markov chain, unless it stays in . 
one state in which case d[u(s), u(s)]~ is zero. Thus, in any case, integrating with re-
spect to [u(s), u(s)] yields zero. The integral fo+ fu(r(s_), u(s_)) du(s) is by definition 
~o<T~<T fu(r(TZ_), u(Tz _))Du(Tz) and the term in the summation multiplied by Or(s) is 
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-~ 1 J f TT(T(s_), u(s_)) (dr(s))22 0+ 
Recalling that the dynamics of the short rate are given by equation (1) we get: 
rt 
J + f,.(r(s_), u(s_))µ(r(s), u(s)) ds 
~- ,~tt 2 frT~r~s-~~ u~s-~~~2 ~r~s~~ u~s~~ ds 
+ ~ f,(r(s_), v,(s_))a(r(s), u(s))dW(s) o+ 
o<,; 5e 
Taking the expectation of this, dividing by t and then taking the limit as t goes to zero 
yields: 
r~a E 
~S(*(t), u(t) — f(r(o), w(o))] — µ(T(o), w(o))f.(r(a), w(a)) 
~ 2 ~2~r~~~~ u~~~~fTT ~r~~~~ u~~~~ 
F' ~~o<r<t.f  ~r l7i~~ ulTz~~ — f lr\Ti-~~ ulTz-~~~ -I- lim  
t t—~o 
To calculate limt~o E ~~o<T~<t f ~r(Ti), u(TZ)) — f (r(Tz_), u(Tz_))~ /t one can proceed as 
follows. Let J t denote the number of jumps in the Markov chain from 0 to time t and 
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P[A] the probability of event A. By the rule of iterated expectations 
E ~ f ~r~Tz~~ u~Ti~~ — f ~r~Tz-~~ u~Tz-~~ 





f(r( ~), ~( ,)) - J(r( ,-), 
= E ~f ~T~T1~~u1T1J~ — S~T~T1-~r ~~Tl-JJ 
.~ 
j=2 0<Ti <t 
Let s j = Tj — Tj _ 1, the amount of time between j umps j and j —1, where s0 = 0. These 
(T~-)) 
Jt =1 
t(T( .'), ~(TiJ) - t(r(T;-J. u(Ti-II 
Jt
Jt = .7 PLJt = ~~ 
P[Jt = 1] 
Jt = ~ F'[Jt = ~~ 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
are often called the "holding times" . In a Markov chain they are independently and 
exponentially distributed with parameter ~ (u (Tj _ 1)) . This . parameters is. often referred 
to as the "jump rate" out of state ZG(Tj_1}. Let Y = {sl , s2, . . . , sj+1 s~ .< t, s2 .< 
t — Tl, . . . , sj < t -.Tj, sj+1 > t — Tj }, pal be the probability (assumed to be independent 
of time) that the chain jumps to state l given it is in state I~ at any jump time and 
.j = { (21, 22 , . . . , 2 j) 2G (T1) = 21, 2.G (TZ) = 22 , . . . , 26 (Tj } = 2j } . Then, 
P[Jt = j] = P[Tl  ~ t~ TZ ~ t~ • • • ~ Tj G t~ T.7~-1 ~ t~ 
= P[s1 ~ t,s2 C t—Tl, . . . ,sj C t—Tj_l,sj+1 ~ t—Tj] 
P [s1 ~ t, 
s2e 
~ t — T1, . . . , sj ~ t — Tj_1, sj-I-1 ~ t — Tj 12~, . . . 
X p~2G~T1~ — Zl~ u ~T2~ — 22i . . . ~ 2G~T.7~ — 27~ 
j -I-1 
. . . 
J ~~Zp~ :. . ~~2.9~ eXP — ~ ~~u~Tk-l~~sk ds,;+~ . . . dsl
Y 
X ~p~0~1 pZj-1 2~ (2.4) 
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Let I~ =.{2~ : 2~ ~ 2~_1}. Thusl
P[Jt = 1~ _-
t 
p2p21 ~ (20) ~ (Z 
I~ 0 t—s1 
t x 
pion llm ~ (Zp) ̂  (21) e—~(ip}sl —a(i1)s2 ds2 ds 1 
0 ~~OO t—s1 . 
1~ioi1 ~(Zo~~~21~ 
t ~ 
pioil ~ (io) ~ (i1) e-~`(2°)s1 lim e-a(Zx )s2 ds2 ds1. p x-->oo t_si 
t x 
~~pp }~ —~(20)S1 _  ~  —x(21}S2 
,C'Zp21 "(zo) ~ (21) e Ilm e ds1
0 x~ O° ~ (21) t_s1
t 
—~(Zo)s1  1  —~(Z1)(t—S1) e e ds1
0 ~(z1) - 
t 
p~0~1a(2p)e—~(~1)t e(~(il )-~(io))S1 ds1
o 
_a(i }t pion ~ 2p e 
1 
(a(2~) — a )) 
e(~(i~}-a(io))S~ 
~~zo~  ~e- ~~~0~t - e-~~Zl~t~ pzoz~ 
x(21) - ~(Zo) 
Now I will find an upper bound for P[Jt = j] for j > 2 by obtaining a bound on the 
value of the multiple integral in (4). Since exp(-x) is a decreasing function of x 
/ ~+1 
/~ ... /~ a(u(0)) ... a( 
J J 
Y 






where Amin and Max are the minimum and maximum jump rates respectively. Since 
~mins~ ds~-E-1 
_a(~0)S1_~`(21)s2ds2 ds1 
. . .ds~ 
the Markov chain has -only finitely many states these quantities .are well-defined. 
The innermost integral is with respect to s~+1 and its integration limits are t -
and oo. One can pull ~M x  -and exp (- ~~_1 ~,nins~) out of this integral leaving 
exp(-~minsj+1) dsj+~ 
t —Tj 
1I assume here that no two states of the Markov chain have the same jump rate; if, say, states ~ 
and l have the same. jump rate then the integrand below becomes .~2e—a(sl+s2) ~ where ~ = a(I~) _ ~(l). 
Computing the double integral, one finds it equals ate—~`t. 
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inside. The computation of the integral is as follows. 
0o x • 




• — exp(—~aminsj+1) exp(—~min(t —, = llm _ 
x~O° min min t-Tj 
Thus the integral labeled (~) above is equal to 
~~ 
t t -TI ~-Tj-1 \.7+1 .7 
. . . Max exp ~ — Amin s~ — min (t — Tj) ds j . . . ds1
0 ~ 0 0 min ~ J~=1 
t t -T1 t -T j -1 \ ,~ 
-~" 1 
. . . Max eXp (— ~minTj — min (t Tj)) ds j . . . ds1
0 ~ 0 0 min 
\ ~-}-1 t t-Tl t - Tj -1 
=  Max ~exp ( — mint) • . • dsj . . . dS1
min 0 0 0 
~j-~1 t t t ~ ~j-f-1 
~  Max eXp 
( — mint) : . . dsj . . . dS] = 
Max tj exp ( 
)1min~) 
min ~ 0 0 0 mine 
Therefore, it has been shown that 






0 <Ti <t 
<~E 
j=2 0<T,<t 
. . Pig - I Z j 
Max tj eXp (— 
min t) = 
Max t j exp (._ min t 
~m2n ~ ~m2n 
Jt = ~ -P~Jt = ~) 
J t
J t = 
i P[Jt = j] 
Max -mint t~ e 
min 
If the function f is a continuous function of r then it is .also a continuous function of 
t, since the process r(t) has continuous sample paths. Thus, for a given state l of the 
Markov chain, f achieves a maximum on the interval [0, t], so there exists a constant MZ
such that (f (r(t*), l)~ < Ml for all t* E [0, t]. Since the Maxkov chain has only finitely 
many states, then ~ f (r(t*), u(t*) ~ < M for all t* E [0, t] where M =sup Ml. Thus, 
~f~r~~;),~~.)) — (~r~Te-),w~T;-))~ ~ ~f~T~T;)~~~T.))~+If~r~ =-),u~T;-))I <2M 
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at any j.urnp time TZ. Consequently, 
. o0 
E ~ It(T(,),~(T~))-t(T(T~-)~~(T~-))I 
g=z ~a<, e 
00 ~ j -~-1 00 
< ~c Mj 
Max tj e -mint = t2 
=2 min =2 ~ ~ 
— Max -mint . J t — j t~ e 
min 
~j-~l 
2M~ Max ~j- 2e -mint 
min 
if the infinite series converges. one can use the ratio test to investigate the convergence 
of this series by computing 
2 
2M " -}- 1 ~Md~ t~ — l e —~►mint 
•  (~ ) Amin lim 
j-~oo 2M ~~~ tj-2e—amint 
min 
Thus, the series converges if t < ~~ax . It is clear that each term in the series is an 
increasing function of t, so if we consider values of t such that t < T < Max, then, 
under this restriction, the series reaches its maximum value when t = T . Denote this 
maximum value by ,S. -Thus, for sufficiently small t 
. ~ -}-1 
= llm ~Max~ — ~Maxt ~~~ ~ 
00 ~ j -}-1 
t 2 2~~~ Max tj - 2e -mint ~ t2S 
j=2 . min 
From the results derived thus -far 
f ~r~ z'~, u~ .-~~ — f ~r~Tt-~, u~ a --~~ 
o<Tz <t 
Jt = ~ P~Jt = .7J t < tS 
The right-hand side of this inequality goes to 0 as t goes to 0 so the limit of the expression 
inside the absolute value on the left-hand side is 0. Hence, 
lim E L~o<T~<t f ~r~Tz)~ u~Tz~~ — f ~r~Tz-~~ u~T2-~~~ 
t-->a t 
E I f ~r~Tl~~ u~Tl~~ — f ~r~T1-~~ u ~Tl-~~ 
L =lim . 
J t =1J P[Jt =1] 
t-->o 
-~- lim t-->o 
J t = P ~t = .7~ 
t 
— two E [f ~r~Ti~~ u~Ti)~ — f ~r~Ti-~~ u~Ti-)) Jt = 1J 
~`~Zo~  ~e-a(io)t — e-a~~1~t
paozf ~(Zi l _ ~/ ZOl t




By L'Hopital's rule 
. . e_~~Zo~t — 
e_~`~z~~t 
—~{2o)e_~~Zo~t + ~(Zl)e_a(z1)t 
llm = llm = ~(z1) — ~(Zo) two ~ t t-->o ~ 1 
So (5) equals 
L 
=a(zo) P:aa~ ~f~T~~)~ ~i) — f~r~~)~ io)~ 
Jt =1J
If the Markov. chain is initially in state i this can be written as 
a~z~ 
j#z 
Now that we have derived the generator, we see that the Feynman-Kac formulagives 
the following PDE for the European contingent claim price .given the initial interest rate 
and initial state of the Markov chain (suppose the Markov chain is initially in state i): 
at (t~ r~ 2~ _ ~2(2~ u) art ~t~ r~ z~ + µ~r~ u) ar (t~ r~ z) 
-I- ~(i) ~P 2~[V(t, r, j) — V(t, r, i)] = rV(t,r, i) 
j#i 
The initial condition is: 
Therefore, to determine the value of a European contingent claim, given that the Markov 
chain is initially in state i and the initial short rate, we must know what the value of the 
bond would be if the Markov chain were in any other initial state. Let U (t, r) = V (t, r, i.), 
µi(r) = µ(r, i), vi (r) _ ~(r, i), ~z = ~(i) and ~iz(r) _ ~(r, i). Thus, the value of the claim 
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~n (~') a 2Vn / 
2 l ~ ar2 / 






—r — ~1 ~1p12 ~1p13 ~1pin 
~2p21 _ r — ~2 ~2p23 ~2p2n 
V1
v2
~n,~nl ~n.pn2 • • ~npn(n-1) —7' — ~n l ~ Vn / 
The initial conditions are V (O, r) _ ~(r), i = 1, : . . , n. 
This PDE system is parabolic since at any point (t, r), ~?(t, r) > O'for i = 1, . . . , n. 
It is uniformly parabolic if there is a number b > 0 such that for all (t, r) E [0, T] x ]R, 
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and for all i = 1; . . . , ~, ~2 (t, r) > b. To my knowledge, all general results on parabolic 
systems withinitial conditions treat only uniformly parabolic systems. 
Consider now the "regime shift version" of the popular Cox Ingersoll-Ross short rate 
model. The dynamics of the short rate in this model are 
dr(t) = r~z(9i — r(t))dt -F ~2 ~r(t)dW(t) 
where W (t) is a standard Brownian motion, the subscript i denotes the state of the 
. Markov chain, and ~Z, 82, .and a-2 are constants. For this model 0-2 (t, x) = o-2 ~ r (t) ~ . 
As long as the initial short rate is~ non-negative, then r (t) . is always ~ non-negative (see 
[Cox, J., Ingersoll, J. and Ross, S. (1985)), p. 391) so the Feynman-Kac formula can be 
applied. . However, ~it ,is not bounded away from zero, so the system is not uniformly 
. parabolic and., therefore, the question of existence and uniqueness is not addressed by 
the existing literature on parabolic systems. 
Thus, one is left with two options: one, prove existence and uniqueness for the, 
resulting parabolic system or two, modify the short rate process somehow so that the 
resulting parabolic system has a unique solution. I have done the latter by imposing 
reflecting boundaries ~ on the short rate that bound it away from zero and also give 
an upper bound. While this has been done for mathematical reasons, it is not without 
economic justification. If the central bank exercises control of the short rate to maximize 
some criteria (for example, the utility of a representative economic agent), placing such 
bounds on the short rate may be optimal. For example, consider the stochastic control 
problem in [Weerasinghe, A. (2005)]. In his- article a bounded variation control may 
be applied to a diffusion process. It turns out that placing reflecting barriers on the 
diffusion is the optimal. control when the cost function satisfies certain assumptions. 
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3 Reflecting boundaries. and regime shifts 
Consider the following model for the short rate 
dr(t) = µi(t, r) + o~i(t, r)dW (t) + dLa(t) - dUp(t) 
where ~3 > c~ '> 0 are the reflecting boundaries and La and U~ are the local times at a 
and ,~ respectively. The subscript i denotes the state of the regime at time t, while W (t) 
is a standard Brownian motion. 
Consider now the price of a European contingent claim maturing at time T under 
the assumption that the regime is observed, V (T — t, r). Under the risk neutral measure: 
r / /'T 
V (r(t), 7' — t) = E I exp (— J r(s) ds~ 
L \ t 
x~t~ = 2] 
X (t) denotes the state of the regime at time t. Applying Itos lemma to V (r(t), T —
t) efo r(s) ds and taking expectations ~ yields 
E V r t , T— t e.~o r(s) ds = V (x~ o) ( () ) 
T ~V ~2r 0~2V 
-}-' :~ —  -}- 2 + ~i (ei 0 opt 2 oar 
X -efo r(s) ds ds 
T av







~r ~ir ~+ 
~i 
dU efo r(s) ds ds 
jai 
pz>~ LV~ — V ] . 
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Since this must hold for any value of T and the quantity on the left-hand side of the 
equation is a martingale: 
av ~-2r a2 v 
2 -}- ~Z (82 — r at 2 ar 
av aV 







Furthermore, we have know that the claim. is worth ~i(r) at its maturity date T. Thus 
for i = 1, . . . , n we also have the initial. conditions: 
r.0 — Wi~T~ (3.3) 
To guarantee the existence and uniqueness of a solution to the short rate stochastic 
differential equation it is sufficient to assume the following: 
~µ~t~ rl~ — l-~~t~ ra~~ C KµI rl — r2~ ~~~t~ ri~ — ~~t~ r2~) G K~~ri — rzI (3.4) 
~µ(t,r)) < Kl(1-F ~r~) ~Q(t,r)~ < K2(1 + (r~) (3.5) 
for any r, ri, r2 in the interval [a, ,Q] . The conditions on the first line above are known 
as Lipschitz conditions in r. Note that a function that satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
in a variable is continuous in that, variable but the converse is not necessarily true. 
To guarantee the existence and uniqueness of the solution to the PDE system (6) 
with boundary conditions (7) and initial conditions (8) one can invoke a theorem of V.A. 
Solonnikov (see [Eidelman, S. D. and Zhitarashu, N. V. (1998)], [Solonnikov, V. A. (1967)]). 
Let SZ = {(t, r) : 0 < t < T, a < r < ,Q}. The theorem requires that the following con-
ditions must be satisfied for i = 1, . . . , n. 
CONDITION 1': The functions µz(t, r) and Qz(t, r) are continuous iri t and x on S2 
CONDITION 2: The functions µz(t, r) and 62(t, r) are bounded on S2. This is guar-
anteed if these functions are continuous on SZ. 
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CONDITION 3: 
sup I~Z(t7 x) ~Z(t7 ~)I 
(tax) ~ (t~~J) E SZ I x ~ I 
a. 
I~ZCt7 r) - ~Z(T7 r)I sup ~ 
(t,r), (T,r~ E 
~ I t _ 7- (a 2 
are all finite for some 0 < a < 1. 
CONDITION 4: ~2 r=a i~r=;Q 
~~z(t, x) - ~i(t, y)I sup 
~t~~)~~t~y)ES2 (x — ~l a
(~i~t~r) — ~z(T,r)~ 
CONDITION 5: ~Z(r) E C2





4 Numerical solution of the PDE system 
Unfortunately, it is doubtful that the above boundary value problem can be solved 
analytically. However, one can solve it numerically using an explicit finite .difference 
method. I~ will now show that this method is "good" in a certain sense for solving the 
parabolic boundary problem that arises from the Cox-Ingesoll-Ross model with regime 
shifts . 
The PDE system that prices a European contingent claim when the shorrt~rate follows 
a Cox-Ingersoll-Ross reflected diffusion with regimes shifts is 








i=l, . . . ,n 
Consider the grid obtained by partitioning the interval [0, T] into J equal subintervals 
and the interval [a„Q] into. K equal subintervals. Let Ot = T/J and Dr = (~ — a)/K. 
Approximate the derivatives of V by finite differences as follows: 
av 
opt 
U t2) _ U t2) j~~ j -1,J~ 
~,t 
2 U •Z~ - 2 U •Z~ U •Z~ V ti   ~-1,1~-}-1 ~-1,1~ + ~-1,1~-1 
ar (Or) 
car 
~~~t, ce ~-- kOr~ 
U (Z) ~ — U (Z) 
r..~  ~-1,1~-}-1 ~-1,k-1 ti
20r 
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The notation U~2~ denotes the value of the function U~Z~ at (j Ot, ~ -{- I~Or) where Utz~~~ 
is the finite difference approximation of V . The subscript j is an integer value from 
1 to T while I~ is an inte er from 1 to. K. Thus, one might ,view U~Z~ as the value of g ~,~ 
Utz at the " j, ~l~th node" of the grid. ~ Suppose now that the Markov chain has only two 
states . Inserting the finite difference approximations into (11) we obtain the following 
finite difference equation for U~Z~ 
0-2 ~ ~ — 1 Or Ot U (Z) — 2 U (Z) -}- U (2) _ 
U~,~ — U~_1,~ -I- 2 (Or )2 
U(2) _ U(z) 
j i,k-}-1 j 1,1~-1 ~2(ez — x)ot . 
2Dr 
-}-a2L~tU~I~ — ~2 -}- r)OtU~2~1 ~ ~ 1,1~ ( .7 
i=1,2 1=1,2 l~i 
If we further assume that the derivatives of V (t, r) of order two and greater are bounded 
and denote U j O,1~L~r) by V ~~ then by Taylor's theorem ( 9~ 
. 
V (2) — V CZ) O~V =  ~~~ ~-1~~ O Ot, at . . of 
2 V • 
Z~ 
- 2V • Z~ -}- V ~Z~ _ 
 2 (~ ot, cx -{-1~ r) 2  (( ) ) ar (Or) 
o~V V 
{Z) _ VCz) 
(~ ~ . ) (C ar 20r 
Thus, V (Z) ,1~ satisfies the following finite difference equation as well as (11) 
a-? CL' -}- (J~ - 1 Dr Ot V ~Z) - 2V (Z I k + V (Z 1 ~-1 (2) - (z) 2( l 1 ~  ~ 1 ~~~ 1 ~ ~ .7 V~,~ — V~-1,~ -}-  2 ~ Or 2. ( ) 
V (Z l,k~-1 - V (~)l,k-1 r i(Bi — x~~t  2~r 
-F-~20tV ~l~l  ~ - (~i -I- r)OtV ~z 1 k
+O((Ot)2) + O((~r)20t) 
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.Let Zt2). . equal ~~~ — U~ ~ the difference between the solution of the ith equation of the 
~~~ ~~ ~~ 
PDE system (11) and the finite difference approximation. Then: 
tz~ 
~Z~>k) 
~Z (a -I- (k — 1~~Or 
~Or~2 
~z (a -I- (l~ — l~)OrOt ~z(ez — ~ + (~ —1~)or Z~z~ 
+ ~z Ca -i- (k — 1~~~rOt ,~i(ez — a -I- (1~ — 1)~Or I Z~i~ 2(Or)2~ 20r ~ i,~-i 
+ Ot~ZI Z j l)1 /c) + ~ll~t~ 2~ '+' 011~x~ 2~ t ~ 
l~i 
(4.2) 
Assuming that rx < 82 < ,Q, i.e., that the short rate in state 2 tends to a level between its 
ri s one can make choices of Lit and ~Or to ensure that the coefficients of Zti)bounda e , ~_1,~, 
Z~2~ ~ and Z~Z) are all non-ne ative. To make the coefficient of Z~2~ non-ne ative ~.-1,1~-}-1 ~-1,1~-1 g ~ 1,k g 
one requires that 
Q?(a -I- (k — 1~Or)Ot 
Ot(~2 -f- a -I- (k — 1)Or) > 0 
(~r)2 — 
Since ,Q > c~ ~- (k — 1)~r, it suffices to choose Dr and ~t such that 1 — vi,QOt/(Or)2 — 





~i~ + (Or) (~i +~ ~) 
If:~i > 0 it suffiices to choose Or such that Or < —~x~-2/~Z(82 —,~) to make the coefficient 
of Z~Z) non-negative and Or C ~~2/~Z (82 — cx) to make the coefficient of Z~z) _ ~ 1,k-~-1 ~ 1,k 1 
non-negative. If ~2 is negative-then it suf.~ices to choose Or C —c~a-2/~i (82 — a) to .make 
the coefficient of Z~2) and Or < c~o-2 ~ ~ 8 ~ — to make the coefficient of Z~Z)~-1,k-}-1 — - z l Z( 2 ~} ~ —1,k-1 
non-negative. Now define 
(~ 7'~I~m — SkPlI Z j',kl~ ~Z jkIJ 
This is the largest value of the European contingent claim under either state of the 
Markov Chain computed .using the finite difference scheme at time j Ot. The finite 
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difFerence scheme is said to be convergent if for any sequence of partitions of the state 
space {arm} such that Orm converges,to zero as m goes to infinity, (j + 1)Ot converges 
to t and ~t converges to zero, ~~Z~~~,;z also converges to zero. Using the definition of 
~~Z~~~,,,,, (12) and the. non- negativity 'of the coefficients in (12) one obtains 
I~ Z .7IIm ~ ~1 - Ot~cx + (k =1)Or~~I~Z.7-lllm + ~ll~ t ~ 2 ~ '+' ~~10 r~20 t~ 
~l - ~ot)Iiz~-~Ilm + o~~ot)2~ + o((or)2ot) 
Recursing this inequality backwards yields 
Ifz~ll~. _< (1- ~ot~211z,-211m + (~ - ~ot)[o((ot)2) + o((or)2~t)l 
+. O((Ot)2) + O((Or)2~t) 
< (1 — a0t)?IIZ~_2~~~,,, -I- 2[O((Ot)2) -I-.O((Or)2~t)} 
G . . . . G ~1 — ~xOt~~~~ZO~~m -I- [O~~t~2 =1- O~Ot~~r~2~] (4:3) 
,Since the value of the zero coupon bond at the initial time is known to be one, ~~Zo ~~m, 
the initial error in the finite difFerence approximation of the PDE system is zero. Fur- . 
thermore, j [D(Ot)2 =F- O(Ot(Or)2)] = jOt[O(~t) -}- 0((~r)2)], so 'since jet converges to 
t and Ot and Ox both .converge to zero, the right hand side of (13) goes to zero. Thus, 
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